there do not exist spreading sequences that satisfy even the basic requirement that the error rate of every user decreases exponentially as the noise power vanishes. This result holds for arbitrary overload factor, modulation scheme, and received energies. One consequence is that power control even without a constraint on the total power cannot mitigate this limitation. This strongly suggests that reliable and spectrally efficient multiple access requires a high-performance receiver structure based on nonlinear detection. Such a structure is in fact better suited to uplink transmission and it need not necessarily entail a prohibitive increase in receiver complexity. As a case in point, systematic constructions of bandwidth-efficient signal sets have been proposed under mmse decision feedback detection that provably achieve arbitrary user-specified rate-tuples (with or without power control) [1] , [6] or AEE's [11] . REFERENCES [1] Abstract-Iterative interference cancellation of coded code-division multiple access (CDMA) using random spreading with linear cancellation is analyzed. If users are grouped into power classes and Shannon bound approaching codes are used, a geometric power distribution achieves the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel Shannon bound as the numbers of classes becomes large. The optimal distribution of the size of these classes is shown to be uniform. If users are grouped into different rate classes with equal powers among equal rate users, the Shannon bound for AWGN channels can be achieved with an arbitrary distribution of the classes sizes, provided that the size of the largest rate class obeys the mild condition that its ratio of size to processing gain is much smaller than the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The case of equal powers and equal rates among all users is addressed as a "worst case" scenario. It is argued that simple repetition codes provide for a larger achievable capacity than stronger codes. It is shown that this capacity monotonically increases as the rate of the code decreases. A density evolution analysis is used to show that the achievable rates exceed those of a minimum-mean square error filter applied to the uncoded signals. This lower bound is tight for small ratios of bit energy to noise power, and otherwise the iterative cancellation receiver provides an appreciably larger capacity. Relating to recent result from the application of statistical mechanics it is shown that the repetition-coded system with iterative cancellation achieves the performance of an equivalent optimal joint detector for uncoded transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative joint decoding of code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems using forward error control coding is based on the success of turbo coding [3] , and has the potential of realizing a significant portion of the multiple-access channel capacity [1] , [21] , [16] , [2] , [24] , [37] . Iterative decoding breaks the complex task of a multiuser decoder into two operations, viz. 1) a posteriori probability (APP) estimation of the coded symbols, or an approximation thereof, and 2), parallel soft decoding of single-user forward error control (FEC) codes.
The asymptotic analysis of large-scale CDMA systems has been studied for optimal and some suboptimal multiuser detectors [33] , [32] , and [28] , where it is shown that the output SINRs, approach certain constant values if random spreading is used. The convergence behavior of an iterative decoder can be studied using density evolution (DE) analysis [22] , [4] . In [7] and [6] different power levels and a linear programming solution to optimizing these power levels are presented. In [25] the impact of error control coding on iterative systems using cancellation-type joint detection front-ends is analyzed. It was found that for equal power levels among the users, weak error control codes, such as simple parity check codes or low-memory convolutional codes support substantially higher system loads than stronger turbo or low-density parity-check codes. A complex a posteriori probability (APP) decoder for the multiple-access channel, which is operated jointly with an inner error control decoder, has been used to achieve near capacity performance on small multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems in [30] , [29] , and on MIMO multiple-access systems in [27] by optimizing the degree distributions of the irregular LDPC codes via linear programing.
In this correspondence, the iterative decoder is viewed as a separation or layering device. Consequently, we are interested in the capacities of the layers. We study the role of the error control codes via density evolution, discuss optimal power and system load distributions, as well as equal-rate, equal-power systems, which represent the most difficult situation for such a joint decoder. Even though the iterative cancellation receiver using repetition codes under equal received power levels has the same error performance as an optimal CDMA receiver, analyzed via a statistical mechanics approach in [28] , it falls significantly short of what is achievable with optimal power and/or rate assignments. Furthermore, in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime, the decoder's performance is identical to that of a minimum-mean square error (mmse) matrix filter receiver [38] .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In an asynchronous CDMA system K transmitters generate independent binary symbols u k 2 f01; 1g; k = 1; . . . ; K which are encoded by K parallel forward error control (FEC) encoders. Random interleavers separate the error control encoders from the spreading operation. BPSK is chosen as the modulation format.
The signal from the spreader of transmitter k is given by
where L is the number of code symbols per user per frame, d k;l is the lth symbol in the data stream of user k; k < T is the time delay, and P k is the power of user k. The spreading waveform of user k during symbol time l; a k;l (t), is supported on the interval [0; T ], and given by a k;l (t) = N01 n=0 a k;l;n pw(t 0 nTc) (2) where N is the spreading gain, Tc is the chip interval, a k;l;n 2 f01= p
Ng is the nth spreading chip for user k at symbol time l, and pw(t) is the chip waveform with normalized energy Ec = 1=N , such that ka k;l (t)k 2 = 1. The chips of each symbol are chosen independently (see [36] ). We consider an AWGN multiple access channel and the received signal is
where n(t) is zero mean white Gaussian noise with double-sided noise power spectral density 2 = N 0 =2. Assuming that timing and phase references have been established, the received signal sampled by chip matched filters can be written in the convenient discrete chip-based matrix model [12] 
where n is an (L + 1)N vector of sampled white noise with variance Using soft cancellation at the front-end [1] , [4] , user k sees a cancelled signal given by (5) whered m;l is a soft estimate of the coded symbol of user m at time l, which is available from a previous iteration. The signal y k is filtered by w k;l at time l to obtain a statistic z k;l for symbol d k;l at time l, given by z k;l = w T k;l y k = p P k d k;l + k;l : (6) Under some quite general conditions, k;l is well approximated by-and approaches in the limit-an independent Gaussian random variable [4] . One such condition is that the decoder follows the extrinsic information exchange principle [26] and that only extrinsic information is used to generate the cancelled signals.
The filter w k;l can be a matched filter [1] , or a more complex conditional or unconditional mmse filter [37] , [41] . Tradeoffs for different filters are discussed in [4] and [25] , who show that the per-user mmse filters can increase the load of an equal-power system by a factor of at
Assuming unbiased estimatesd m;j allows us to calculate the mean and variance of (7). For independent and identically distributed (i.i. 
which is independent of the time index l.
In general, the squared estimation error of (d k 0d k ) 2 will be a function of the input SNR of each decoder, as well as the particular error control code used. We write it formally as
where g( Imposing the Lindeberg condition on asymptotic negligibility on the powers of the users, given formally as
0! 0; 8k (13) the vth iteration variance (10) as well as the limit variance (12) of the iterative process become independent of the user index and approaches for all users the value
The decisive observation is that 2 1 is independent of l and k in the large system case with random spreading. This allows the sytem behavior to be described by a single-parameter dynamical system, as was done in [1] , [24] , [4] .
The dynamics of an equal-power system with 2 v = f(g( 2 v01 )) are illustrated in Fig. 2 , showing the variance transfer between cancellation 2 e and decoder 2 d , for an R = 1=3 convolutional code. The trajectory is a simulation for K = 45 users. Decoding starts at the right top portion of the diagram, and alternates between the the code and canceller curves.
The systems has either one or two stable fixed points. A first one, the interference limitation, occurs at high system loads. If no interference fixed point exists, the iterations proceed through a "bottleneck" region and converge to the noise fixed point. During this process, the BER drops rapidly (with SNR). At high SNR the BERs follow the single user performance curve, which acts as lower asymptote. This is the noise limitation where performance is limited by the channel noise. These two effects lead to the turbo cliff/error floor behavior which is well known in the context of turbo codes [19] .
IV. UNEQUAL RATES AND POWER
Assume that the K users are separated into J groups of powers P 1 ; . . . ; P J , with user numbers K 1 ; . . . ; K J , ordered as P 1 P 2 111 PJ . Assuming an "ideal" error control code with SNR threshold , group k can be decoded via serial cancellation [35] if 
The following lemma is proven in the Appendix: Lemma 1: The average power (17) given (16) is minimized by the uniform load distribution j = =J; 8j.
With the uniform load distribution Writing the iteration variance (14) in terms of the power groups, and defining the average system load as av = J l=1 l P l , we obtain 
where g av ( 2 v01 ) is an "average" VT function, obtained by weighting the individual code VT functions by their loads and powers. Fig. 3 presents (19) using both strong concatenated codes and weak fourstate convolutional codes for three power groups, distributed as P 1 = P; P2 = 2P; P3 = 4P . There is little difference between the supportable loads of both systems. The weak codes support 1.3 bits/dim at 8.68 dB, 50% of the AWGN capacity.
The following lemma shows that the attainable spectral efficiency increases with the number of groups. 
where we have used 
where C = R is the total spectral efficiency and we applied the rule of de l'Hôpital to the 0=0 limit in (21).
Instead of optimizing the power profile, we may assign different code rates to different groups to achieve a similar effect. All users transmit with power P , and we assign rates r j : r 1 > r 2 ; . . . ; > r J to J groups. Since the SNR P= 2 j = 1=(4 r 0 1) for Shannon-type ideal codes is monotonically decreasing with r j , lower rate users converge before higher rate users. The power constraint equation for group j is given by jP j m=1 mP + 2 , which implies the rate constraints 
The variational problem at hand is to maximize the sum of the rates rj for a given system load, i.e., maximize g(fjg; J; b) = The following lemma gives implicit upper and lower bounds on the achievable sum rate.
Lemma 3:
Let 0 = max j j , then the following inequalities hold: Proof: see Appendix We can draw some interesting conclusions from Lemma 3. As long as 0 b, i.e., the maximum partial load is small with respect to (w.r.t.) the inverse b of the SNR, any load distribution gives the same maximum sum rate. A corollary to this is that the case of a single group, the lower limit in (24) is approached, i.e., the equal rate case is the worst case for cancelation using strong codes. 
1 For finite groups (23) can be formulated as a linear programming optimization problem similar to [7] and solved numerically. ; ! 1 (27) where we have used the abbreviation C = C(; b). For large system loads (27) again assumes the familiar form of the Shannon bound, similar to (21), which we express in the following theorem. Theorem 1: Ideal (equal-power) codes can achieve the AWGN Shannon bound as as long as the number of user rate groups is sufficiently large, i.e. 
V. EQUAL POWER AND EQUAL RATE USERS
The system with a single power group, J = 1, with P j = P , and equal rates, presents the most challenging situation for an iterative cancellation receiver, since neither power nor rate distributions can be used to maximize spectral efficiency. In this case weaker error control codes, which exhibit a steeper VT curve than stronger codes [24] (Fig. 2 ), achieve significantly higher loads . In a weak code, however, the distinction between interference and noise limitation is blurred. In fact, no nontrivial bound on the code VT curve exists, which can be seen as follows: Consider a hypothetical code where every information sequence is mapped into the same codeword. An APP decoder can now perfectly estimate the transmitted codewords, and the VT curve of such a code would coincide with the vertical axis, allowing ! 1. However, the (information)
error performance of such a code is catastrophic since it is not possible to decode the information sequences from the coded sequences. Fig. 4 shows the variance transfer curve of a R = 1=3 repetition code. The distinction between interference and noise limitation has vanished, and low BER performance is not possible due to the weak nature of the code independently of the load.
The intersection point which corresponds to the fixed point of the iterative system equation corresponds to a certain variance in the loglikelihood ratios of the decoded information bits. As shown below, this LLR is Gaussian distributed, and we therefore have a binary-input, In general it is difficult to calculate the code VT function, and this makes optimization over the codes C in (29) hard. The VT function of many different error control codes have been studied, a selection of which are shown in Fig. 5 , and the weaker codes show steeper VT functions with less pronounced thresholds.
Based on this, we focus on repetition codes, which were observed to provide the largest system spectral efficiencies among a large number of codes studied [25] . The output extrinsic LLR of any of the coded bits in a length-L repetition code at iteration m is simply The probability density functions (pdfs) of both the a priori and extrinsic LLRs are Gaussian due to (30) and (31) : (33) Applying the central limit theorem to (5) as K ! 1 and the fact that var(di(k)) 1, the residual interference term is converging to a Gaussian distribution with variance 2 d , where
which has to be evaluated by numerical methods. Equations (34) and (32) lead to the following lemma.
Lemma 4:
The system spectral efficiency in (29) using repetition codes is maximized for L ! 1.
Proof: Let the point (x; y) = (g( 
The spectral efficiency of the layered channels is then given from (29) as
which can easily be shown to be monotonically increasing with L.
For the repetition code, we obtain from (9) and (30) di ( 
For our further development, we will make use of some fundamental approximation, given in the following lemma. 
Note that if we apply a (single-shot) minimum mean square error (mmse) filter [38] , [13] to the received signal, the output variance of each user's signal after filtering is given by [33] , [32] 
for iterative layering and mmse filtering, respectively. Equality in (44) holds for iterative cancellation if equality holds in the first inequality of (40), i.e., if 2 1 > P(L 0 1). From this and (44) we easily derive the condition of the theorem. In fact, more can be said. Relating (10) and (37) to results applying statistical mechanics to CDMA detection [28] , [17] , we can show that the performance of the iterative canceler for low and moderate loads is essentially identical to that of (uncoded) individually optimal detection (APP detection where s , the "spinodal value", is the largest number for (35) has a unique solution-see also Fig. 4 . This result has been put on rigorous footing recently in [17] using the concept of "sparse spreading." We can now relate (48) to the variance equation for the iterative detector, which, from above, is given by
From (48) and (49), we conclude the following. Proposition 1: Iterative cancellation of equal-power, equal-rate random CDMA using rate 1=L repetition codes has a performance which equals that of an optimal (uncoded detector) with system load =(L 0 1) and noise variance 2 =(L 0 1) for all < (L 0 1) s , where s is the spinodal value of (35) and s 1:49 for high SNR.
Note that Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 are complementary in that they address different load regimes. These are related to the co-existence of solutions and phase changes observed in [28] . In essence, for large , the performance is given by Theorem 2, and is equivalent to mmse, while in the low-load regime where Proposition 1 is valid, optimal APP performance can be achieved.
Remark: Spreading can be viewed as repetition coding of rate N, and hence, the channel access mechanism can be viewed as applying repetition coding of rate 1=(N L), partitioned into an outer code of rate 1=L and an inner code of rate 1=N , i.e., a two-level spreading/repetition coding. Only the outer code is processed optimally, while the inner code is used for cancellation only. Given a system load of K=(NL), it can be seen from (45), and (43), that the per-channel output variance is minimized for large L, i.e., L ! 1 is optimal. However, the variance quickly saturates as L grows, suggesting a practically optimal partition between the inner and outer codes with large inner spreading.
We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this point of view, as well to a second reviewer for suggesting the link with the statistical mechanics results.
VI. CONCLUSION
Starting from iterative joint CDMA detector with unequal power and rate distributions we have examined conditions on power and rate distributions which allow such systems to achieve the Shannon bound for additive white Gaussian noise channels, and we have characterized optimal group sizes and rate and power values required. If such power or rate allocation methods are possible, it was demonstrated that the error control code used plays a secondary role in attaining high spectral efficiencies.
However, when both power and rates are fixed at equal levels for all users, linear interference cancellation will be operating under its worst-case conditions. In the absence of being able to maximize powers or rates, the error control codes are the only system variables. We demonstrated that in this case powerful error control codes are counter indicated, and that weak error control codes achieve significantly larger system capacities. In particular, we showed that simple repetition codes, resulting in a two-level partition of inner/outer spreading with simple cancellation processing, achieve the performance of a much more complex optimal a posteriori probability (APP) detector for uncoded transmission for low and medium system loads, and achieves a total system capacity which is tightly lower bounded by that of mmse filtering for high system loads or low values of the SNR.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF LEMMA 1 We wish to minimize the average power (51) We first note that the solution to both (50) and (51) is monotonically increasing, i.e., 1 < 1 11 < K . This is shown as follows. In (51), take any two adjacent variables, say, j and j+1 , and consider the the minimization with respect to j ; j+1 , assuming that j + j+1 = A and all other f i g remain fixed. Then, letting 1 = it is sufficient to consider the maximization over of g ( Then maximum of g() is attained for some 0 < < A=2, from which the statement follows.
Now we obtain lower and upper bounds for g(fjg; J; b) that work well for large J and well-behaved fjg. Fig. 5 shows the VT curves of a collection of rate R = 1=2 LDPC codes. As can be seen, the shape of the curves can be manipulated somewhat by the choice of degree profiles, and thus quite different system loads are achievable with equal-power systems. It also becomes evident that using a strong LDPC code approaches the limiting, stepfunction VT curve of an ideal Shannon-type code. Furthermore, note that increasing the number of iterations of the LDPC code can only improve performance and load, since a VT curve associated with a higher iteration number majorizes that with a lower iteration number.
APPENDIX IV VARIANCE-TRANSFER CURVES

